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Abstract

Sustainability is a topic paying a visit to most industries today and the fashion business is no 

exception. The development of eco-efficient stores is one of the efforts carried out by Inditex 

Group with the aim to adopt sustainability into its practices. Such stores distinguish themselves 

for saving electricity, water and by greatly reducing the amount of CO2 that is yearly produced. 

The concept was initiated with the Zara brand but it will be introduced to the other six brands 

that integrate Inditex as well. However, despite the reduction in the carbon footprint it cannot 

be denied that the fast fashion business model creates a paradox in terms of sustainability.

The following is a case study on the Zara Rome eco-efficient store. Being a store benchmark in 

Europe, it explores how the sustainability concept is communicated through this model and if 

the identified paradox is addressed. To do so, the study analyzes the external, internal and 

interactive marketing of the eco-shop based on the service marketing triangle theory and the 

Mehrabian-Russell stimulus-response model used in visual merchandising. Participant 

observation on site and a content analysis of relevant documents were carried out as research 

methods in order to find the messages emitted on each side of the triangle.

The analysis shows that the paradox in the Zara eco-shops is not being handled at the 

customer level, though it is being handled at internal and external levels.  As a conclusion, the 

eco-shops effort is part of a sustainability strategy with long term perspective and it will be 

addressed at customer level when the company as a whole counts with a more sustainable 

brand identity. Additionally suggestions are offered to potentialize the communication of 

sustainability in an eco-shop.

Keywords:

Eco-shops, fast fashion, sustainability, sustainable consumer behavior, green retailing, visual 

merchandising, service marketing triangle, external marketing, internal marketing, interactive 

marketing.
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1. Introduction

This introductory chapter has the purpose of developing the problem that is to be discussed in 
the thesis. Due to the character of the selected topic, which is eco-shops, other subjects must 
be understood to comprehend and identify the conundrum. In this way, a background research 
will first serve to explore the subject of sustainable consumer behavior, which is related to the 
main topic. This will be done with the use of various literature. A problem discussion will then 
reveal the identified issue and make an early exploration of it. Having identified the research 
problem, the formulation of the thesis question will narrow down our research perimeter and 
allow us to begin with our study. This will also give a purpose to our study, one which is also 
discussed to conclude the chapter and give us guidelines for our work.

1.1 Background

Sustainability is a topic paying a visit to most or all industries today. “We are moving to a green 
economy that will affect the retail business in a profound way,” as environmental attorney Roger 
Holt underlined during the conference Green for Retail (quoted by Wilson 2009, p. 32).  This is 
because the retailers are the connection between suppliers and consumers. That gives retailers 
power but it also makes them directly responsible for the environment in the eyes of the 
consumers. Customers are demanding that retailers be more responsible for the environment 
and are pressuring them to ensure that their business decisions are made ethically (Allan 2010, 
p.1).  The fashion world is no exception and as customers become more demanding, retailers 
must find solutions to offer them as well as solutions to protect their futures in regards to 
resources. “Retailers who pay attention to myriad, small details of the consumer experience, and 
attend to these details thoughtfully, in ways that create magnetic attraction based on shared 
environmental values, will prosper” (Seifer 2006, p. 51). The following is a study of a specific 
effort being carried out by retailers regarding sustainability and puts together two topics which 
usually do not go hand in hand: fashion stores and sustainability.

1.1.1 Eco-shops

Some of the major trends offering sustainable solutions today are organic materials, local 
products, Fair Trade practices, biodegradable, recyclable, reusable, and minimal packaging and last 
but not least, energy-efficient stores (McTaggart 2007). Energy efficient facilities are becoming 
more and more popular and, as Dees Stribling reports for National Real Estate Investor, there 
are reasons for that. Retailers can look to examples of successful sustainable design in different 
properties; there's governmental pressure benefiting greener buildings; and retailers and their 
developers are beginning to realize the PR value of green properties (2007). These spaces are 
referred to as Eco-shops and even though the concept has existed for some years now, it is 
only a novelty in the fashion retail sector.

In the present report, we define an eco-shop as follows: a store that by a valid certification is 
proven to reduce CO2 consumption and emissions, reduce water consumption, minimize 
wastes and conserve the environmental resources that it uses to function through building 
design, operation and maintenance solutions (Inditex, 2010, Green Retail Decisions 2012 & 
USGBC, 2012).
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The retail industry responds for the largest energy bills and the second biggest amount of 
greenhouse gas emissions in the entire commercial sector of the United States. Those facts 
grant a challenge as well as a prominent opportunity for the retail industry, to innovate and lead 
(Lupinacci cited in RILA 2012, p. 14). The need of sustainable solutions in the retail industry is 
clear and green retail managers are choosing to take advantage of environmentally friendly 
processes. As part of that process, they are searching for longterm savings by using sustainable 
building practices” (Green Retail Decisions 2012). These facilities are no longer only offices and 
headquarters but also stores: eco-shops.

LEED certification, for example, provides with verification that a building uses practices aimed at 
achieving high performance in sustainable site development, water savings, energy efficiency, 
materials selection and indoor environmental quality. This certification is one-of-a-kind, it is 
currently working with projects in 120 different countries around the world, and it is used by 
some of the biggest and most prestigious retailers, as Coca-Cola, McDonald’s, Kohl’s, IKEA, and 
others. LEED-certified buildings are meant to: 

•Lower operating costs and increase asset value

•Reduce waste sent to landfills

•Conserve energy and water

•Be healthier and safer for occupants

•Reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions

•Qualify for tax rebates, zoning allowances and other incentives in hundreds of cities 
(USGBC 2012)

The several efforts made today to create sustainable retail spaces make the use and aid of 
visual merchandising. The Retail Industry Leaders Association (RILA) has recently released its 
Retail Sustainability Report in which it summarizes the different sustainable efforts in retail at 
the moment, based on five sustainability areas. It points out sustainability leadership in the retail 
sector and highlights that it is a rapidly growing field. In this context, they define sustainability as 
“operations that meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs” (RILA 2012, p. 6). In that report, making the best of the 
stores is considered of great importance. They state that retailers, by understanding how to 
make old stores more efficient, are creating new sites that can minimize consumption of 
resources. The examples given in their report underline the changing reality of the retail sector 
and that is described as follow:

The face of retail stores will change in accordance with evolving community and 
consumer needs, as well as with sustainability priorities(...) The increasing 
implementation of LEED certification and other holistic design techniques will continue 
to drive progress in new buildings and renovations (2012, p. 21). 

The international fashion retail leader Zara, from the Inditex Group, is also leading in 
sustainability matters as it owns several Eco-shops in different cities. Founded in 1975, it is 
present in 82 countries with 1,631 stores in the world’s major cities (Inditex 2012). It’s concept 
revolves around providing customers with the latest catwalk fashion at affordable prices. It 
makes no use of advertising and directs its efforts instead towards the opening of new stores. 
The company considers that its shop-windows are good and enough advertising (fashiongear 
2012) which means that their visual merchandising is of great importance to them. Regarding 
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sustainability, Inditex as a group, is currently carrying out many efforts in different areas of the 
supply chain and Zara specifically is contributing with its eco-efficient stores in the project called 
3S. The company describes this project as an effort from its teams, experts and technologists, 
who have defined the model of best practice regarding the environment, permitting Inditex and 
its suppliers, to establish a structure for sustainability in their stores. The 3S Project aims 
specifically to reduce the consumption and emissions of CO2 associated with stores (Inditex 
2010, p. 130). Zara’s store number 5,000, inaugurated in Rome, on December 2010 brought 
together all of the Group’s environmental experience and was, until this present year, the 
“Group’s best example of environmental soundness” (Inditex 2010, p. 134). All these makes 
Zara a leader in Fashion Retail Sustainability in the present and thus becomes of great interest 
and a highly suitable target for our research.

As we have explored so far, it is vital for retailers to adapt to the current sustainability demands 
and a great departing point is the implementation of eco-shops. In fashion, an industry regarded 
as frivolous and usually removed from social problematics, stepping into the use of sustainable 
retail spaces represents a milestone. However, doesn’t that represent a contradiction in the 
sense that retailers, after all, are above anything promoting consumption? Zara for instance, is 
one of the biggest fast fashion retailers worldwide and therefore its eco-shops could be 
considered something of a paradox. Sustainability is, ultimately, not at one-man job and if 
retailers’ efforts are to be significant, consumers must play a part in the process as well. But can 
fast fashion consumers understand and support Zara’s sustainability efforts by learning from 
their eco-shops? This is something to bare in mind for the development our research question.

1.1.2 Sustainable Consumer Behavior

There are many who have studied the sustainable consumer behavior in order to better 
understand how to use the consumers’ interest in the environment in marketing and to 
generate sales as well as to understand what consumers really want. The growth of regulations 
and environmentally conscious consumers has created corporate environmentalism (Menon  & 
Menon 1997). Thus a company can be affected when not taking this into consideration but can 
also be affected if it uses this concept the wrong way. That is, companies must know how to 
approach the topic and how to integrate it into their strategies.

A research by Robert D. Straughan & James A. Roberts, for example, found that it is more 
important that consumers believe in the efficacy of individuals to fight environmental issues 
than it is to show concern for the environment (1999, p. 570). This means that consumers are 
not moved by a company stating that is has a concern for the environment but instead they are 
moved when they note that the company is doing something about it as a “personal” action 
and when the company supports and communicates that individual effort is what matters. This 
also means that consumers are not easily influenced to a sustainable consumption, there has to 
be more behind a company’s efforts, the messages must be direct and honest. Despite its 
complexity, sustainable marketing is to become a must for a businesses’s competitive advantage 
(Iyiola 1992). On the other hand, research also shows that this communication, apart from 
being personal, should most likely also involve some sort of educational process in which the 
company raises the consumers’ awareness about the environmental issues. This education 
increases the degree of fit between the company and the defended cause and that relationship, 
in long term, creates an acceptance by the customers without challenging the information 
(Martineau 1958). In this way, environmental management gives a more favorable perception of 
a business with an enhanced corporate image (Lichtenstein, Drumwright & Braig 2000, p. 4).
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Other research backs up the previous statement by finding that consumers are willing to 
change their consumption pattern according to their awareness of environmental issues, but 
that factors such as looking good and thinking of their own desires may be more important 
than being considerate of the environment and other people (Habte 2010). It is important thus 
to know that consumers might not always be aware that their actions have external impact 
(Grunert & Thorgersen 2005) and they might need some guidance to understand the 
consequences of their consumption pattern and how harmful it can be. This remarks the 
importance of companies to take part of a new wave of consumer education in which they 
make the environmental problems a personal problem and share their knowledge with 
consumers to try to improve the situation as a community. This of course is beneficial for the 
companies since it would create a bond in between the parts and strengthen the brand related 
to the causes.

Different efforts related to retail spaces, as those mentioned, are apparently just being applied 
but becoming rapidly important. Even though much can be done through these efforts, 
customers must also take part of the change. As the report, Sustainability in Retailing by the 
Cocal-Cola Retailing Research Councils describes, “consumers are clearly moving toward the 
issue rather than away from it, expecting consequences, and looking for answers” (2010, p. 43). 
The Sustainability Consortium is a consortium composed by many different companies and 
professionals, and created to drive scientific research and to develop standards and IT tools, 
through a collaborative process, to enhance the ability to understand and address the 
environmental, social, and economic implications of products (2012). They work, among others, 
within retail and have also found, through research, that it is of high importance to involve the 
consumers in the process towards a more sustainable retail environment and to find ways to 
educate them through retail practices. This is where our research question shapes up, taking into 
consideration all the above mentioned topics and the big need in today’s world to generate 
sustainable ways of living, specifically in the retail area.

1.2 Problem Discussion

Taking the previous research into account, a paradox has been identified where an effort in 
sustainable practices collides with a business’s concept of fast fashion and its promotion of fast 
consumption. 

According to the Sustainability in Retailing study, carried by the Coca-Cola Retailing Research 
Council Forum (2008), surveys showed a growing consumer concern about the environment 
and climate change. A Nielsen survey conducted across 48 countries in March 2008 reported 
that 79% of consumers polled said they were concerned about the environment and 52% 
reported that they were very concerned about climate change. 

During the European Retail Round Table, retailers manifested that the diversity of their initiatives 
and the exchange of good practices are the best ways to drive and promote environmentally 
sustainable production and consumption. (Retail Environmental Sustainability Code, 2010) 
Hence, communication among companies is a key initial aspect to a healthy sustainable retail 
sector. Retailers play a role in filling the gap between consumers’ awareness of sustainability 
issues and their actual behavior.  As they pointed out, the goal is to inform and raise customer 
awareness on the environmental effects of their purchasing behavior. The Chief Executive 
Officer at Tesco stated: “We must continue to listen to the customer – customers do not want 
to pay more to go green, but they do want to be encouraged to do so.” (Coca-Cola Retailing 
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Research Council, 2008, p. 16). The place where this communication and encouragement to 
customers takes place is mostly in the stores and that is why the stores, with their strong 
interaction power, are crucial for moving towards sustainability. They are also where a paradox 
like Zara’s can be handled.

Retailers have traditionally been regarded merely as distributors of merchandise, adding little 
value for consumers or suppliers (Lai, Cheng and Tang 2010, p.6). However, now they play a 
significant role in various aspects of the value chain, such as offering more services to customers 
and setting product standards. Consistent with the eco-efficiency notion that, environmental 
impact should be reduced throughout the product’s entire life cycle (World Business Council 
for Sustainable Development 2006 cited in Lai, Cheng & Tang 2010, p.15), Green Retailing 
focuses on coordinating with related parties to minimize the life-cycle cost of the product. Thus 
retailers also play an essential role as  coordinators in the value chain for a green practice to 
succeed. They are expected to decrease environmental damage and are encouraged by 
customer expectations, regulatory forces, as well as community group pressures to adopt green 
practices for improving their value chains. The environmental efforts of retailers in the value 
chain can be jeopardized when there is no coordinated supplier and customer involvement to 
decrease the environmental harms caused at the different stages of a product’s life cycle, which 
is why all must work together in the task (Darnall, Jolley & Handfield 2008 cited in Lai, Cheng & 
Tang 2010, p.18).

However, despite the fact that sustainability has become a hot issue in latest years and it has 
been adopted by many retail industries in past years, truth is that many fashion suppliers earn 
their money by replicating catwalk designs and marketing them to the masses. Since they're so 
successful at that, designers and retailers are forced to produce more clothing than ever 
(Judkins 2008). So, with the fashion machinery spinning so fast, is it possible to be sustainable or 
is it an oxymoronic statement?

A Fast fashion system creates “hot products that capture the latest consumer trends and exploit 
minimal production lead times to match supply with uncertain demand” (Cachon & Swinney 
2011, p. 778). When considering fast fashion and sustainability, it is important to understand 
how fast fashion creates non-sustainable consumption by promoting consumption. The fast 
fashion system matches supply and demand efficiently and it influences consumer purchasing 
behavior by reducing the frequency and severity of the end of season sales (Cachon & Swinney 
2009). In her studies The “Consumer Behavior Characteristics in Fast Fashion” (2010) Tina Yinyin 
Wang found that fast fashion consumers’ purchase decision process is different from the 
traditional model since it is characterized by impulse. The study also found that their degree of 
involvement is thus quite low. This indicates that consumers will have little interest and 
involvement with sustainable practices carried by fast fashion companies if there are no specific 
efforts directed to communicate these practices. That need of communication is also reflected 
in the findings of the study which indicate that consumers believe the store atmosphere is 
important for fast fashion stores. Also in the fact that most of the fast fashion consumers learn 
about the fashion trends in the store itself, which gives that space a great communication 
power. This points out the importance of visual merchandising and communication and 
manifests that they could be a key element on the communication of sustainability. 

Most authors who have studied this topic have taken Zara as guideline and defined fast fashion 
as Zara itself. This is because Inditex, specifically Zara, was the first to introduce the concept and 
has been extremely successful in applying this concept. Authors who have studied the concept 
from a Zara perspective include (Gallaugher, Arnold, Nueno & Ghemawat 2006, Kumar & 
Linguiri 2006).
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In short, fast fashion is a quite unique retail system with equally unique consumers. Can these 
consumers also be sustainable consumers as the consumption patterns in all industries are 
shifting towards environment-oriented purchases? This is also something to consider for the 
development of our research question.

Inditex group is one of the world's largest fast fashion retailers, it counts with eight store 
formats: Zara, Pull & Bear, Massimo Dutti, Bershka, Stradivarius, Oysho, Zara Home and 
Uterqüe. Inditex has 5,527 stores in 82 countries and it is made up of more than 100 
companies operating in textile design, manufacturing and distribution. According to Inditex’s 
general commitment, the customer’s demands are heard in the store and returned to the shop 
in the form of the latest trends in fashion twice a week. Also important are all the aspects 
which make up the shopping experience, including the location of the stores in the main 
commercial areas of the cities, and their interior design, created to make the meeting with 
fashion comfortable (Inditex, 2012). The largest of its store formats is Zara. The retailer has 
proven that national borders are no obstacle to a shared fashion culture; and, as they express, 
the secret to Zara’s global success is being in tune with its customers, who despite their 
differences, all share a special fondness for fashion. (Inditex, 2012).

All this makes Inditex Group and specifically Zara, one of the biggest fast fashion actors in the 
industry. As they have a big share of the market, they also have a big share of responsibility for 
the environment. As retailers, they play a role in the process towards more sustainable 
consumption by its consumers, as described previously.

Regarding social responsibility, Inditex claims: “.. it’s our Responsibility towards our clients, 
towards our employees, and towards the sustainable development of our society and 
environment” (Inditex, 2012). As part of the commitment to the environment and society, 
Inditex group is currently carrying the ‘Sustainable Inditex 2011-2015’ Environmental Strategy. 
This Index is a continuation of the Strategic Environmental Plan (PEMA) 2007-2010, which 
aimed to reduce the company’s CO2 emissions. The current Environmental Strategy and the 
actions which will be taken during the next three years, will allow them to reach their goal of 
cutting their 2005 CO2 emissions level by 10% in 2015 and 20 % in 2020.

To reach this goal, a climate change reduction and sustainability strategy has been defined. 
Developing tools to assess their consumption and emissions of CO2 and environmental impact 
and developing textile products with eco-friendly fabrics, particularly organic cotton are some 
of their goals. They will also carry on with the PEMA Sustainable Store Project which aims for 
the creation of eco-efficient stores. Most of their lines of action refer to the eco-shops, as for 
example building all of their new stores following the eco-store standards and adapting all of 
the existing ones to those standards too. Training and raising staff ’s awareness is another of their 
action lines and it is also connected to the stores as the staff learn about the topics at work. 
Finally, the conservation of water and biodiversity are other action lines and are related to the 
eco-shops since many elements of the shops help to their conservation.

Currently, there are five Zara stores of this kind (even though there are more from other of the 
Inditex brands) and they are located in Athens, Barcelona, Rome, Melbourne and most recently 
in New York City. Their store in Barcelona was the first shop for textile distribution in Europe to 
acquire the LEED certification. The eco-efficient shop in Rome is the newest one of its kind in 
Europe and it counts with the highest LEED certification level, which makes it a global standard 
in terms of eco-efficiency and the model for sustainable architecture for all new Inditex stores. 

Inditex has stated that stores are not only a place for business but the core of its business 
model: “Stores are the meeting point with customers, the main source of inspiration for 
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designers and the best springboard for the image of the Group. With its eco-efficient project, 
the Inditex Group takes a step further in its design of stores”. (Zara Korai 2010). That being so, 
theoretically, their stores should be able to communicate the brand values and image, and 
establish a dialogue with the customers. However, fast fashion involves a constant production of 
new styles and encouragement of fast consumption, which is in itself far from sustainable. Thus 
the message of an eco-shop can be disregarded by the customers or both messages can be 
perceived as incoherent. 

So the identified paradox is present in these eco-shops since such an upstanding and innovative 
concept collides with the company’s fast fashion core. It’s uniqueness and novelty as well as its 
contradictory position of fast fashion retailer leading in sustainability practices makes it the ideal 
target for our research as a case study. It opens a discussion regarding the handling of the 
paradox and its usefulness. That is since if the paradox is not being handled, if it cannot be used 
to communicate sustainability to the customers and if it has no future purpose it would be 
completely unnecessary. That is most likely not the case for such a market leader as Inditex 
which has proven to be strategic over time.

1.3 Research Question 

Bearing in mind the background and problem discussed above, the following question was 
developed: How can a fast fashion Eco-shop (Zara Rome) communicate and influence its 
customers regarding sustainable consumption? 

In order to answer this question the following topics will also be addressed:

•What is an Eco-shop?

•How does the Zara Rome eco-shop function and what are its key elements?

•How is the paradox of an eco-shop for a fast fashion retailer (Zara Rome) being 
handled, if it is being handled?

•What are the potential communication points in the shop?

1.4 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to contribute to management matters regarding sustainability, retail 
spaces and communication. We look to research to which extent sustainability could be 
integrated in the process of consumption (and possibly even in the disposal process of 
products), which are components closely linked to retail, through the use of retail spaces and 
communication. Hence, we aim to discover if an eco-shop makes any difference, sustainably, in 
the fast-fashion model.

As we have seen in previous research, sustainability should be encompassed throughout the 
product’s life cycle. Under these perspective fast fashion retailers face a challenge, not only by 
improving their value chain but also in terms of the business’s nature itself.  This is why, analyzing 
how the paradox can be handled is of great interest. Eco-shops, could become a powerful retail 
tool that not only could benefit the retailer but also could incorporate consumers into the 
process through sustainability knowledge if a balance of the paradox is achieved. Thus we aim to 
complete a normative research where we present suggestions on how to use eco-shops for 
the integration of consumers into a company’s sustainable practices.
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1.5 Our disposition

To be able to achieve the mentioned purpose we have built our thesis correspondingly. In the 
following chapter we introduce our theoretical framework that will be used to present the 
theories selected to help us solve our thesis question by better understanding the topics 
surrounding the problem. There, the subjects of visual merchandising and service marketing will 
be discussed. To finalize this chapter, a model that uses the presented theories will be 
introduced to further apply it to the research. The subsequent chapter will present the 
methodology used. There we share our selection of a cultural approach for the study and the 
use of case study and content analysis methods, and we give grounds for those selected 
methods. The chapter will be finalized with the reasoning for the trustworthiness of our study. 
This chapter is followed by our case study, which offers a close look at the Zara eco-shop in 
Rome as well as the marketing of its concept. Then follows the analysis and its results which are 
based on the material presented in the previous chapters and specifically in the model created 
in the theoretical framework. The thesis ends with the submission of our conclusions which will 
aim to successfully respond to our research question of how to use an eco-shop to transmit 
and influence sustainability to consumers. The conclusions will also strive to achieve the 
presented study purpose with a normative approach.
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2. Theoretical Framework

The purpose of the current research is to present the Zara eco-shop’s paradox in between fast 
fashion and sustainable retail spaces and to identify how the paradox can work, if in fact it can.  
As it has been discussed, the identified topics surrounding this paradox are the eco-shop 
concept, which encompasses their visual merchandising, the fast fashion model used by Zara 
and the sustainable consumption which is of high importance in a changing situation where 
consumers demand sustainability of retailers. These topics have been discussed and helped in 
the identification and understanding of the paradox.

Visual merchandising constitutes a great part of a store. Encompassing the construction and 
architectural features, it is designed to be a communication tool. It is a key subject for the 
framework of this report, as it accounts for the part of the eco-concept that the customers will 
be in contact with. Specifically, it is important for us is to identify sustainable visual 
merchandising practices and to see its’ effects; to do so we consider the Mehrabian-Russell 
stimulus-response model which explains how people respond to environments.

As the background research highlighted, communication is important because consumers are 
demanding more sustainable businesses and businesses must make consumers a part of their 
sustainability efforts to be able to achieve worthy results. Retailers must use communication to 
incorporate consumers but also to educate them, since it gives coherence to their sustainable 
practices. This also indicates, as found in the introductory research, that communication could 
be the key to making the paradox work and becomes thus greatly relevant to the solution of 
the problem. That is why the analysis of Zara’s communication is crucial to our research and 
takes the central place of our theoretical framework. Accordingly, this chapter presents the 
theories that will help solve the thesis problem of the paradox between fast fashion and eco-
shops. To complete this chapter, a model created using the presented theories as reference will 
be introduced to further apply it to the research.

2.1 Visual Merchandising

Visual merchandising (VM) “represents one of the most important marketing tools and 
represents the most direct means of communication to the product target” (Davies, B. & Ward, 
P., 2005). Some of the core elements for VM are: the windows, the layout, lighting, temperature, 
color, sound and aromas. It is important for all of them to be integrated an coherent to 
communicate the right message and to improve customer satisfaction. The visual merchandising 
“highlights the visual product identification, the brand concept and the means of managing the 
relation between the consumer and the product influencing positively the sales (Sen et al., 
2002). 

Among the several marketing strategies, merchandising is the one that allows to establish a 
closer communication with the consumer and a direct level of interaction” (Massara 2003). This 
makes us understand the great importance of visual merchandising and also that it is a key 
element to reach out to the customers. This is of course important for any message that aims 
to be communicated, as could be sustainability. 

As we have seen so far, sustainable visual merchandising can be obtained through the use of 
eco-shop principles. By using recycled materials for the different fixtures in a store, by 
maximizing the use of space, by using energy efficient illumination, and others. But as experts 
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from Barthlemess (2012), a leading visual merchandising company in Europe, remark, a visual 
merchandising concept is not environmentally friendly only because it is designed using 
sustainable materials. The success of such a concept relies in that the concept must be 
integrated as a whole and be coherent throughout all the elements of the store. 

Visual merchandising goes hand in hand with environmental psychology as this discipline studies 
the relationship between persons and the surrounding spaces. Hence, for analyzing the 
influence of VM at the eco-shop, we will use the stimulus-response model developed by 
Mehrabian-Russell. 

Figure 1.1: Mehrabian-Russell stimulus response model,1974

Based on a Stimulus-Organism-Response paradigm, this model shows that the store 
atmosphere, created by the use of diverse elements, affects costumers psychologically, 
generating in them two main emotional states: pleasure and arousal; which are significant 
mediators of intended behavior in a store, such as shopping. (Donovan & Rossiter, 1982, p.34) 

Keeping this into consideration, it results evident the interest of employing effective VM 
practices for generating a positive response. Not only because they can ultimately translate into 
sales but also because they are a vehicle of communication that can be tailored according to 
the efforts that want to be reached. At the same time, it is necessary to be careful as a poorly 
executed design strategy could turn into the emission of unwanted messages.

For our study, we will focus mainly in the stimulus part of the model as our focal interest is to 
discover how sustainability is managed and communicated by the company through the use of 
visual merchandising. 

2.2 Service Marketing Triangle

As communication is our main focus, it is important to underline that the communication from 
a company has many recipients and different messages for each recipient. All its stakeholders 
receive specific messages with distinct purposes. Christian Grönroos, a leading scholar working 
in the areas of relationship marketing and customer relationship management, describes this 
communication in his book, Service Management and Marketing: Customer Management in 
Service Competition (2007). In it he introduces a theory which divides a company’s 
communication in three: internal, external and interactive marketing. This theory is the service 
marketing triangle and it suits our research topic and structure and will be thus used to help 
solve our thesis.

Environmental 

Stimuli

Approach/

Avoidance Behavior

Emotional States: 

pleasure/arousal
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The model is presented in Figure 1.2 and it shows the three marketing functions that are 
important for service companies and how they are divided between the different actors. It also 
shows how the functions should be implemented since they each have a specific purpose, or 
message. It can help to understand what is being promoted by a company as well as how the 
message is being delivered and by whom.

Figure 1.2: Service Marketing Triangle 
Source: Grönroos 2007, p. 62

The company is the management, which includes marketers and salespeople who create 
promises for the customers. The employees are those working in close contact to the 
customers and they can be considered as part-time marketers. The customer is the one 
exposed to the external marketing generated by all those who form part of the company.

2.2.1 Internal Marketing

The internal marketing, according to Grönroos, has to be managed by the company’s leaders. 
They must enable the intended promises through a constant development and through internal 
marketing with their employees. This internal marketing is a prerequisite for the other two 
marketing functions and it is the basic condition that the project workers should fulfill to be 
effective in their work. The internal marketing can be achieved through internal communication. 
Grönroos states that the purpose of internal marketing is that the management has to generate 
motivated and customer-oriented employees. It is all the planned as well as unplanned activities 
the company does to train, motivate and reward its employees so that they are able and 
committed to deliver the promise which the external marketing communicates to the 
customers.

Regarding this function, Grönroos remarks the importance of constantly training the personnel 
and familiarizing them with the company’s basic marketing philosophy to accomplish the 
internal marketing. He also indicates that as much as those planned activities are important, the 
unplanned ones are equally important for internal marketing to work. This means that not 
everything will result of a planned strategy but every activity is part of the message being 
transmitted. This is important since, as other authors have identified, in internal marketing all 
members of the company must understand and support the company’s core idea because it is 
the idea which the personnel will sell to the customers (Normann, 2000. p. 194).

Company

(management)

CustomerEmployees

Interactive Marketing

“delivering the promise”

External Marketing

“setting the promise”
Internal Marketing

“enabling the promise”
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2.2.2 Interactive Marketing

This function is conducted by the employees. Its main idea is the importance of the direct 
contact between the employee and the customer and the aim of creating relationships for 
maintaining and creating possible future sales and a commitment by the customers to the 
company. In this function it is thus significant for the employees to know how to build relations, 
in it depends the success of the function. 

Grönroos divides this function in three phases: first contact, project-phase and after-sales. The 
first contact is the face-to-face contact we described earlier. The project-phase is when the 
service is delivered, in our case, sales of Zara’s products by its salespersons. Here the employee 
is in constant contact with the customer and if this contact is successful, which would also mean 
that the interactive marketing is successful, some of the positive results could be long-term 
relations, network of contacts and positive word-of-mouth, and they form part of the third 
phase. The latter is a tool of indirect marketing which is, as Grönroos explains, much more 
effective than advertising and promotion (direct marketing). It can be comments or 
recommendations from the customers to others about the company and it usually results from 
loyal customers which generates new first contacts, making it a circle that starts back in the first 
phase.

In synthesis, a key element of interactive marketing are the social relations which emphasizes 
the importance of a service oriented personnel and their effective communication, both 
planned and unplanned. The communication with direct information for the customer is planned 
and has the purpose of generating loyalty and sales. The unplanned communication can be 
anything said by the employee which was not intended, the way it is said, the way the 
employees behave, they physical space itself and how it looks like, among others. Interactive 
marketing is thus, for the most, indirect marketing and marketing that is not always controlled, 
which is, as the author of the model states, even more effective than the direct marketing. In our 
work, a study of a store is being made and that is where interactive marketing takes place, 
which brings great attention to this part of the model.

2.2.3 External Marketing

In Grönroos’s theory, anything communicated to the customer before service delivery is part of 
the external marketing function, as for example mass communication, brochures and websites. 
In short, it represents the traditional marketing function. External marketing happens between 
the company (management) and its customers. In synthesis, this function relates to planned 
marketing communication.

2.3 Our Study Model

The service marketing triangle studies the different marketing functions carried out by 
companies and is helpful to better understand its communication performances. Analyzing 
Inditex’s communication regarding eco-shops from the three different angles presented by the 
model will guide us to structure and translate their communication efforts. That will allow us to 
understand if the identified paradox is being handled or not by Inditex at the moment. It will 
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also, most likely, allow us to identify possible opportunities to handle the paradox and make the 
best of it, as that is our final purpose. 

	
 	
 	


Figure 1.3:  Service Marketing Triangle adapted to the Zara Rome Eco-Shop
Source: Authors, 2012.

The previous figure is the adaptation of the model to our study and it will be the analysis tool 
for our case study and its interpretation. It includes visual merchandising as a key aspect of the 
interactive marketing, hence the stimulus-response model is integrated into the analysis.
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3. Methodology

In this chapter we will proceed to present the scientific and methodology approaches of the 
thesis. We will introduce the process followed in order to answer the research question and 
introduce the case study of the Zara eco-shop in Rome by the use of participant observation 
and content analysis. Due to the nature of our research question, we decided that the most 
convenient way to address it was by employing qualitative research. Considering that this kind 
of research highlights words rather than quantification in the collection and analysis of data 
(Bryman 2008, p. 366) qualitative research would enable us to obtain a deeper insight of the 
messages communicated by a fast fashion Eco-shop. Qualitative research holds an interpretivist 
position where “the stress is on the understanding of the social world through an examination 
of the interpretation of that world by its participants”(Bryman 2008, p. 366).

Despite the fact that qualitative research tends to have an inductive approach where concepts 
and theoretical elaboration emerge out of the data collection (Bryman 2008, p. 394), we 
decided to work with a reference framework and include it as part of our methodology. In 
other words, we adopted Moisander and Valtonen’s cultural approach, of a theoretically 
informed approach to analysis, which also respects the particularities of the phenomena it 
studies (2006, p.196). The cultural approach to marketing and consumer research focuses to the 
ways in which people use products and services for creating and sustaining social relations 
(2006, p.1) hence this method fits into the problematic we confront in our research question.

	
 Approaching the phenomenon, trying to understand the literature, comparing different research 
	
 traditions, reading transcripts and making field notes are all analytical and interpretive practices. 
	
 They all represent ways of trying to learn about the phenomenon under study and thereby to 
	
 make sense of it. (Moisander & Valtonen 2006, p.102)

It is important to point out that interpretation involves improvisational, imaginative and creative 
aspects (Coffey 1999; Richardson 2000 & Spiggle, 1994). Nonetheless, when not placed in any 
theoretically informed interpretive frames, there is a risk of mystifying the process of 
interpretation, as Thompson remarks. (Moisander & Valtonen 2006, p.103). Therefore we revised 
literature on Visual Merchandising and Service Management Marketing with the objective to 
structure the model that could help us understand and interpret the particularities that sets 
aside the Zara Rome Eco-shop from other retail spaces.

3.1 Design of the study

Having the Zara Rome Eco-shop as our study object, the research consisted in a case study. In 
this instance, it is necessary to point out that: “a case study is not a sample of one drawn from a 
known population....Instead, the findings of qualitative research are to generalize to theory 
rather than to populations. It is the quality of the theoretical inferences that are made out of 
qualitative data that is crucial to the assessment of generalization” (Bryman 2008, p. 392). Thus a 
deep analysis of the particular store was carried out in the forms of observation and content 
analysis, as these methods allowed us to thoroughly scrutinize on our study object.
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3.1.1 Arranging the visit to Zara Rome

As a first research method, we employed participant observation by visiting the Zara Eco-shop 
in Rome (social setting). We aimed to immerse in the setting and to make observations of the 
practices that occurred there. We also listened and engaged into casual conversations with 
informants with the goal to cover aspects that could not be directly observed; hence we used a 
purposive sampling as we wanted to get in touch with individuals who were relevant to the 
case study.

To perform the participant observation we needed to gain access to the Zara Eco-shop in 
Rome. The shop can be defined as a closed setting, outlined by an enclosed space (Palazzo 
Bocconi building) where the main interest relied on knowing how sustainability practices take 
place and if they are communicated. The role that we carried throughout the participant 
observation was rather covert. The reason to adapt this role was due to the fact that 
management was reluctant to openly participate in the case study. We first contacted Inditex 
Headquarters in Spain with the objective to obtain broader information than what it was 
available online regarding the eco-shops, however we received an email from them telling us 
that it was impossible for them to help us.

In a second try, we got in touch with one of the shop managers at Zara Via del Corso 
(Valentina Dagueria) who at first was willing to participate in an interview. However, when we 
called again to arrange a time and date for the interview, she expressed that it was impossible 
for her to participate as upper management did not allow her to do so. Consequently we got in 
touch with the headquarters of Inditex in Italy and contacted the Marketing Director, Raquel 
García; however, her answer was not different from the ones we previously obtained. 

Aware that there are issues that cannot be observed at a simple glance, asking people about 
them represented the only viable mean of finding out about them (Bryman 2008, p.467) 
Nonetheless, as we did not obtain a positive answer to perform an overt role during the 
participant observation, we had to adopt an undercover approach in order to obtain that data. 
In a way, our observation was carried under a mystery shopper approach, we went to the eco-
shop and experience its dynamic “incognito.” As Ford, Latham and Lennox express, mystery 
shoppers act as typical customers in order to assess predetermined standards (2011, p.159) In 
this case we looked for the way sustainability was communicated inside the premises.

Throughout the research we managed to get in contact with a person that worked as a store 
manager in another Inditex shop who was willing to answer questions about the internal 
practices, off the record. She commented that sustainability was not an issue that was constantly 
brought out, however within internal electronic communication messages there was always a 
legend at the bottom regarding printing unnecessary materials. She also mentioned that they 
had recently participated in the Earth Hour by turning off the lights of the shop. 

When we told her that we were doing our research on the Zara eco-shop, she told us that she 
did not know that the shop was green. An aspect that she brought out to the discussion, was 
the fact that a very high percentage of the staff that works at the shops is hired under 
temporary contracts generating a high turn over rate.

During the participant observation we relied on taking field notes and photos; at the same 
time, and to a certain extent, we performed an analysis of non verbal communication, such as 
attitudes and rituals from the shop staff.  To carry the participant observation we came up with 
a series of questions that gave us some guidelines about the aspects we should focus while 
doing the observation process. This questionnaire was built having Grönroos’ Service Marketing 
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Triangle theory and the Mehrabian-Russell stimulus response model as a framework to perform 
the participant observation. The questionnaire can be found attached in the Appendix A.

3.1.2 Gathering the Eco-shop messages

With the goal to cover the three edges of the service marketing triangle, we did a content 
analysis that was aimed to scrutinize in the external marketing of the eco-shop. As Inditex does 
not rely on promotions or advertising, we focused on: company documents (annual reports, 
mission statements and press releases); mass-media outputs (newspapers and magazines 
articles) and virtual documents (websites and internet postings). 

We decided to select the documents that reported directly on the Zara Rome eco-shop or on 
any other of the Zara eco-shops that have opened. To have a well rounded perspective, we also 
included articles that referred towards the sustainability practices carried by Inditex. To perform 
the content analysis of such documents, we focused in the four assessment criteria mentioned 
by Scott (1990, p.6): authenticity, credibility, representativeness and meaning. (Bryman 2008, p. 
516)

As Atkins and Coffey (2004) point out, documents are significant for what they were supposed 
to accomplish and who they are written for (Bryman 2008, p. 527) hence, a critical reading was 
needed because “we cannot treat records-however ‘official’ as firm evidence of what they 
report” (Atkinson & Coffey 2004, p.58). Keeping that in mind, we proceeded to analyze the 
different documents with the objective to find the recurring themes in the materials.  In the 
words of Moisander and Valtunen, we engaged into a dialogue with the materials to grasp their 
true meanings. (2006, p.107)

To make sure that the communicated message was coherent we compared the different types 
of documents against each other. To this extent, Atkins and Coffey also state that documents 
have a distinctive ontological status; they form a separate reality and should not be taken to be 
transparent representations of an underlying organizational or social reality (Bryman 2008, p. 
527).

3.2 Collecting data for the case

We began our research by revising articles that have previously been written on our topic. 
These reviews set a starting point for us as they provided an idea of how much information 
already existed related to our research question. Most of the articles we collected were 
obtained via EBSCO Premier Data Base, which provided access to Marketing journals and 
academic papers. 

Primary data was collected through the participant observation which was carried on April 24 
and 25, 2012 on site. We visited the store in two different dates and at different times to get an 
idea of how the operation took place throughout the day. Overall we spent six hours in situ, 
divided between both days. These visits to the shop translated into field notes which were later 
used for the analysis. At the same time  55 photos were taken for the same purpose.

For the content analysis, we put together a collection of articles and documents that reported 
on the eco-shop concept developed by Inditex. We invested a whole day in collecting these 
data, and the final result was a table with 104 sources which were initially classified accordingly 
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to the topic they referred to and to the language they were written in. These articles consisted 
of secondary data: reports, news, press releases, photos and videos; which were produced 
either by media outlets or by Inditex itself. However, by gathering and analyzing them in depth, 
we managed to obtain primary data on the themes that were communicated the most, and the 
sort of messages that were emitted towards the different audiences (clients, stakeholders). 

3.3 Credibility

We are aware of the importance that credibility has during an investigation process hence we 
focused our efforts on providing transparency regarding the way we performed our 
methodology. Throughout the whole process we kept in mind that: “Credibility refers to the 
truth as known and experienced” (Leininger 1994 cited in Morse 1994, p. 105) thus we were 
careful to hold an impartial position as researchers during the whole time that the fieldwork 
took place. 

As we have established from the beginning, our investigation consisted on a case study of the 
Zara eco-shop located in Rome, therefore it would be a mistake to state that the data that 
were gathered from this research are applicable to all Zara shops. For instance, during the 
participant observation we established contact with some of the shop staff and data was 
obtained from these conversations. The staff to whom we talked was randomly selected, so 
there is an issue regarding reliability as the knowledge level between the employees may differ.

However, it is important to stress that the whole study was designed with the use of models 
that guided and helped structuring the participant observation; as said before, we employed a 
framework that was built upon the use of previously established theories that have a validity in 
the academic world, so the risk of performing a subjective analysis was significantly reduced. 
Ultimately, we strived to be as explicit as possible about the procedures we implemented 
throughout this study with the purpose of making it possible for other researchers to repeat 
similar observations and to make comparisons.
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4. Case Study Zara Rome

A case study consists of a thorough investigation of a phenomenon with its context and it aims 
to provide an analysis of the context and the process which clarify the theoretical topics being 
studied (Hartley 2004, p. 323). In this thesis the phenomenon investigated is that of the eco-
shops and to approach it, a study of the Zara Rome eco-shop was carried out. The present 
chapter has the purpose of sharing the data collected during the study of the store. The process 
took into consideration the theoretical framework presented which focused on the service 
marketing triangle from Grönroos and makes use of the model that emerged from it. 

First the eco-shop concept is to be understood with the help of a detailed description of the 
store from Inditex’s perspective. Having grasped the concept, a visit of the store took place and 
a description of our participant observation should serve to perceive the concept from our 
perspective as researchers. This stage focuses on the study of the interactive and internal 
marketing of the eco-shop, two of the three parts of the service marketing triangle. Finally the 
description of data collected from media documents completes the case study and gives the 
final perspective of the concept. This stage concludes the study of the service marketing triangle 
by focusing on the external marketing. All the material presented in this chapter will serve to be 
further analyzed in the next chapter, which will then help us answer our research question.

4.1 Store Concept Description

The eco-efficient stores are a direct result of the Inditex 2007-2010 PEMA (Environmental 
Strategy Plan) which stresses the importance of environmental issues for Inditex’s global 
strategy. As Pablo Isla, the Group’s Deputy Chairman and CEO stated: eco-shops mark a turning 
point in how Inditex think of retail spaces. (Inditex 2010)

At the time it opened, in December 2010, Zara via del Corso was considered the most 
innovative example and the standard for eco-efficiency for all new Group stores. Its 
predecessors were Zara Korai in Athens (2008) and Zara Portal de l’Angel in Barcelona 
(2009). The experience acquired in these shops gave Inditex the guidelines and inspiration for 
the development of the Rome eco-efficient store which was suited to achieve a platinum rating 
under the LEED.

Since its conception, the eco-efficient store model has been improved and incorporated with 
new environmental criteria and technical requirements. The Group’s Environment and 
Architecture teams, with the support of experts and technicians from abroad and from Spanish 
universities at La Coruña, Santiago de Compostela and Vigo, developed an environmental 
standards model based on established sustainability targets. A eco-efficient Store Manual was 
developed that established the main criteria that stores must apply in terms of design, 
development, maintenance and management, including both internal and external people of the 
Group. (Inditex 2010, p.132) 

By 2010, the new sustainable model was fully applied to the new openings. The new 
requirements look to continue the improvement of the model’s energy efficiency and to reduce 
the environmental impact during construction and day-to-day operations. The plan also 
specified that the management of each country assumes the responsibility for supervising eco-
efficient store implementation. Hence in 2010, the environmental department developed a 
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training plan for technicians and managers with the purpose to provide them with in-depth 
knowledge of the eco-store model, so that they could apply it to new buildings, refurbishing, and 
especially to the maintenance of operating stores. Training courses on the operation of the eco-
store model as well as for environmental sensitization of store managers of all chains have been 
given in countries like Portugal, France, Italy, Poland and Germany.  (Inditex 2010, p.133)

The building where the Zara Rome eco-shop is located (Via del Corso 129), dates to the 
second half of the 19th century and it is very close to one of Rome’s famous piazzas, Piazza 
Colonna. In 1885 the Bocconi brothers held a contest between architects for a significant 
building project in the Italian capital. The winner was the architect Giulio de Angelis with a 
project that introduced the use of steel structures in construction. The exterior displays a 
historic language, between neoclassic and renaissance. Four identical facades, each of them with 
three large arches for the lower floors and smaller grouped arches for the upper floors hide 
the internal organization of the building which is structured in four levels of decreasing height. 
Aware of its singularity, Inditex had the collaboration of Italian architect Duccio Grassi in the 
project. The intense renovation of the building was based on exhaustive historical 
documentation and incorporated specific elements that blend historical tradition with 
contemporary architecture. (Inditex 2010) 

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	

Figure 2.1: Facade Zara via del Corso. 

Source: Own photo, 2012.
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Zara via del Corso was Inditex store number 5,000. The application of the standards adopted in 
this store involved a firm approach to the processes of design, construction, management, 
maintenance and refurbishment of stores with the aim of making them reference standards in 
terms of energy efficiency, respect for the environment, reduction of environmental impact and 
minimization of waste. Furthermore, it incorporated a new energy efficiency control system 
that enabled management of all energy consumption of the store, including turning on and off 
lights and air-conditioning, from the Inditex central office in Arteixo (Spain). The final result is a 
store which consumes 30% less energy as compared to the annual average consumption of a 
conventional store, saves 70% of water consumption, and prevents the emission of over 200 
tons of CO2 per year. (Inditex 2010, p.134)

According to Inditex, the measures implemented at this eco-shop affected all of the project's 
major features, from design, execution, furnishings and fittings, to lighting, heating and cooling 
systems and maintenance. Some of the features that contribute to the store's eco-efficiency 
are:
- Automatic monitoring of the store’s indoor air quality (CO2 levels, humidity, light intensity, 
noise), to ensure the comfort of employees and shoppers. 

- Motion detectors to turn lights on and off in low-traffic areas.
- An air curtain system at entrance doors, equipped with special sensors that continuously 
monitor outside temperatures to prevent abrupt indoor air temperature changes, thereby 
reducing the need to run heating/cooling systems.

- In order to lessen the nocturnal light pollution which plagues cities, the establishment's lights 
are programmed to dim by more than 50% when the shop is closed. The interior makes 
generous use of LED lamps, which offer a much longer lifespan than that of conventional bulbs 
and consumer considerably less energy.

- The establishment uses a grey water recovery system to lower water consumption. 
- The store was designed to make maximum use of natural light. 
- All of the Via del Corso Zara’s automated systems are controlled remotely by the Inditex 
Group’s technical environmental services division at corporate headquarters in Spain to 
ensure compliance with all predetermined efficiency criteria. 

- All recyclable waste (more than 75%) generated during the building’s renovation was delivered 
to authorized handlers.  

- All wood used in the store is FSC-certified (Forest Stewardship Council).
- Paper bags are PEFC-certified (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification), 
while plastic bags are oxo-biodegradable. 

- Lighting hours and task scheduling (cleaning, security, reception of merchandise) were 
evaluated from an energy efficiency standpoint for the purpose of deploying the resources 
needed for each task. 

- The floor mat at the entrance, in addition to being made of recycled materials, is designed to 
trap dirt before it can make its way into the store environment. 

4.2 Visiting Zara Rome eco-shop

As a first method for our research, we conducted a participant observation that took place at 
Zara via del Corso in Rome, on April 24 and 25, 2012. Having Christian Grönroos’ model as 
our theoretical framework and also taking into consideration the Mehrabian-Russell stimulus 
response model for the analysis of visual merchandising, we went to the shop to find out how, 
mainly, interactive marketing took place along with some aspects of Internal Marketing.
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4.2.1 Interactive Marketing of Zara Rome eco-shop

Considering that interactive marketing are those activities carried between the personnel and 
the customers, the eco-shop itself is the physical space where it takes place. Throughout the 
participant observation, we were able to identify two major activities to study: visual 
merchandising and sales practices.

Visual merchandising acts at a non verbal level, however it is through material, colors, textures 
and elements of display and architecture that the brand message is being communicated. The 
different elements of visual merchandising are intended to engage the customer into the 
shopping experience. Overall the feeling transmitted by the shop is of refinement and style, this 
is achieved by the use of architectonic elements such as columns, lighting design and ambiance 
decoration.

Figure 2.2: Interior Zara via del Corso. 
Source: Own photo, 2012

Zara via del Corso counts with five levels that correspond to the different collections that Zara 
has. Each one of the levels have ample aisles and the clothes are carefully displayed on 
mannequins or racks. Except for Zara Kids, all the mannequins used are made of black 
plexiglass, whereas for the kids are grey. However, the mannequins used for street window 
displays are white.

Figure 2.3: Window display mannequins and interior mannequins. 
Source: Own photo, 2012.
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Access to the different levels of the shop can be done through electric stairways (which 
operate via motion detection), elevator or staircases. The shop’s supplier for the elevator and 
the electric stairways is ThyssenKrupp. By the stairs it is possible to find LED panels that show 
pictures of the collections.

Figure 2.4: Stairs, escalators and LED display at Zara via del Corso. 
Source: Own photo, 2012

The illumination design has carefully been planned with the objective of creating a harmonic 
space, most of the lamps employed for this purpose use LED technology as well. Additionally 
reflective materials have been used in the store which help to seize the natural light that comes 
from the windows. Even at night time, the building is illuminated from the outside, however its 
glow, compared to the buildings next door is less bright. The number of materials employed in 
the shop for stands and fixtures is limited, as they all have to work together in the 
communication of the concept. The windows are covered by special panels in circular motifs 
that help blocking the direct sunlight and contribute in the maintenance of the store 
temperature. Additionally, the shop has double glass entry doors which also prevent the change 
of the inside temperature. By doing so the use of air conditioning or heating is greatly reduced. 
On both entrances, there is a big rug made out of what seems to be rubber materials that help 
to catch the dirt from the outside before entering the premises

Figure 2.5: Entrance rug, window panels and illumination at Zara via del Corso. 
Source: Own photo, 2012. 
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The eco-shop is divided as follows:

Ground level: Zara Woman. The main collection is displayed at the entrance level, which consists 
of garments, shoes and accessories created for a professional yet fashionable woman. 

First level: Zara Basic. The main difference with this collection is that it has less statement 
pieces, yet an air of sophistication. The Visual Merchandising of the first and ground level are 
quite similar. The main color used is white and wood is the main material used for displaying the 
merchandise.

Second level: Trafaluc. The younger range of the women’s collection, more edgy and with an 
urban feeling is located on this level. The main color used is gray, materials in the decor are less 
organic than the one’s used for the two previous levels. However it all fits with the sense of 
transmitting the vibe of capital cities.

Third level: Zara Man. The men’s collection is located on the top floor of the shop. Clothes 
created for the contemporary man, stylish and fashionable. The main color used in the visual 
merchandising of this collection is black, however it uses the same wooden materials from the 
main and basic women’s collection.

Basement: Zara Kids. The collection for kids and babies is located on the basement of the store. 
As Trafaluc, the range of colors used is gray, however there is a use of more organic materials 
such as wooden panels in geometrical shapes and extra light to transmit a feeling of softness. A 
toilet is located at this level, which allows mothers to change their babies. Mothers seemed 
happy to count with this alternative as it lets them do their shopping comfortably with babies 
and small kids.

All the levels are spacious and have an easy access, making it easy for the clients to stroll around 
and get a good view of the different garments. There’s no sense of clutter, in fact it is quite the 
opposite. There are dressing rooms on each of the levels of the shop. The dressing rooms are 
also integrated to each of the different concepts as they are built with the same components as 
the display areas. An interesting thing to note is that despite the store is fairly new, the dressing 
rooms reflect a high customer traffic, as many of the wall clothes hangers are already damaged.

Figure 2.6: Dressing room damage. 
Source: Own photo, 2012.
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Despite the fact that all the materials used at the store claim to be environmentally friendly, as 
we learned from reviewing information regarding the eco-shop, we could not find any 
indication that would let us know their special nature. Furthermore, as a whole, there is not 
indication that the shop is a green building with environmental concerns. However, taking a 
closer look at the products, all the labels are printed on paper certified by the Forest 
Stewardship Council and are recyclable. We also observed that some of the items of the TRF 
collection contain ecologically cultivated cotton and that information is communicated through 
the labels.

Figure 2.7: Labels printed on FSC paper and use of ecologically cultivated cotton. 
Source: Own photo, 2012.

Regarding sales practices it is executed the same way as in any Zara shop. When people need 
assistance they talk to a member of the staff. Most of the staff carry walkie talkies which allow 
them to have a quicker contact with the persons that are at the stockroom so there is no need 
for them to leave the sales floor. Most of the contact employees have with customers is 
regarding help to find a particular item, a specific color or size, the number of items they can 
take into the dressing room, and assistance for paying. During the times we visited the shop 
there was on average six employees on every level of the shop. Either at the sales floor, 
dressing room or counter.

4.2.2 Internal Marketing of Zara Rome eco-shop

Internal marketing are the activities performed between the firm and the employees that 
enable promises (Grönroos 2007, p. 62) hence, internal communications and practices are very 
important to be considered. During the participant observation we addressed some of the staff 
with the objective to gain deeper knowledge of how the eco-paradox was handled in the 
store. As general remarks, most of the staff seemed to act very similar as they would act in any 
other Zara shop, as mentioned earlier, they would communicate to each other, check for 
availability of merchandise, or assist the customers at the fitting rooms or when paying.

However, conscious that observation itself was not enough for knowing aspects of the internal 
marketing we talked to three random shop assistants. The way we started the conversation was 
by asking them if it was true that the shop was an Eco-shop. We considered this was a good 
question as it could help us to identify responses towards internal marketing but also towards 
customer service. The first shop assistant was not sure of the question and so she directed us 
to two other shop assistants. When the question was asked again, just one of them knew about 
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the topic and proceeded to tell us about the building features. She explained that the building 
was completely sustainable in the way it operated. That it had a system for collecting rain water, 
that the lightbulbs spent less energy than conventional ones and that the temperature was 
always controlled. She mentioned that all the systems were monitored remotely so that the 
staff had almost nothing to do with them. She said that compared to other shops, they took a 
special effort in the disposal of the waste, by sorting it correctly.

4.3 Reading the messages: External Marketing of Zara Rome eco-shop

After we gathered the documents produced by Inditex (annual reports and press releases) that 
were allusive to sustainability and towards the development of the eco-shop as a model of 
action, we continued to read into them. Our aim was to identify how sustainability has been 
handled over the years, how has the eco-shop concept been modified and if sustainability was 
mentioned or intended for all the company areas.

Afterwards, we proceeded to analyze the list of sources that commentated on the Inditex eco-
shop model. As mentioned previously, we did not only include articles that publicized on Zara 
via del Corso but also on the ones that referred to the previous and next eco-shops that were 
opened under the Zara concept. At this point we realized that most of the reports generated 
by the media, were most likely a repetition of Inditex releases. Subsequently, the list of 104 
sources that covered the issue of the green shop, were compared between each other and 
analyzed again to see the way information was presented and how it had been picked up by 
media outlets.

In order to carry the content analysis we reviewed how the following criteria were 
communicated in our collection of documents:

1. What was the main message that wanted to be communicated? With this question we were 
looking for the focus of the article, if it was about announcing a store opening, or if it 
highlighted aspects of sustainability and innovation.

2. To whom was the message addressed? With this question we wanted to analyze the type of 
audience that was likely to get this communication. If it addressed consumer or to other 
players in the industry.

3. How many times were “sustainability” and “consumers” mentioned in the document? With 
this question we wanted to see if the issue of sustainability was mentioned at all, and if it 
there was an intent to link it with the consumers. To realize, in a way, if consumers are 
considered as part of the equation.

4.  Were there any inputs from the author? If so, were they positive or negative? With this 
question we were looking for criticism regarding the eco-shop. The purpose was to see what 
was the tendency adopted when the issue was brought into the public eye.

5. How has the concept evolved throughout time? With this question we aimed to see if the 
eco-shop concept has a continuity or if it is perceived as an isolated initiative. We also 
wanted to track the improvements that have happened with the eco-shops since they were 
conceived.

Once these criteria were defined and analyzed we tabulated the results in order to graphically 
show the main tendencies regarding the messages generated covering the object of study. 
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5. Results: Zara Rome Eco-shop

This chapter contains the interpretation of the case study presented as well as the results 
emerging from that analysis. “The objective is to understand and learn about the cultural 
phenomena to which the empirical materials give access” (Moisander J. &. Valtonen, A., 102, 
2006). The analysis of our case study was carried out through an interpretation of the collected 
data. An interpretative framework guides a researcher to read the data in a particular way 
(Moisander J. &. Valtonen, 2006) and allows us thus to view the identified paradox objectively 
and answer our research question. Following our theoretical framework to back-up the 
findings, each of the parts of the service marketing triangle is to be analyzed. 

The first part of the model to be analyzed is the Interactive Marketing and for its interpretation 
in Zara Rome’s eco-shop, the analysis of what Moisander and Valtonen call visibilities and visual 
environments (2006) was done and is presented here. Then we will proceed with Internal 
Marketing and its analysis  will study the training of the employees in the matter. Finally the 
External Marketing will be analyzed through the review of articles and annual reports. Every 
function will be presented with its respective outcomes and those will be unified to conclude 
the chapter with all the findings.

5.1 Interactive Marketing Analysis

Spatial disposition of built environments, display of objects, clothing and body language are all 
part of cultural processes, which is why many visual materials can be analyzed to interpret a 
space like a store (Moisander J. &. Valtonen, 2006). Our participant observation gathered 
different data of the eco-shop, specifically focusing in the concept of sustainability that it carries. 
The data can be divided into two categories: physical spaces & visual merchandising, and sales 
services, and it will be analyzed in those two categories. The main objective of the analysis is 
thus to identify the different discourses that are present in the store, specifically those regarding 
the concept of eco-shop and sustainability. That analysis will then permit us to identify if the 
paradox is being handled and how, and will further help us to answer our research question 
regarding how and eco-shop could be used to communicate and influence consumers 
regarding sustainable consumption.

As identified in the theoretical framework, the key element of Interactive Marketing is social 
relations since its purpose is to create relationships with the customers. Those relations are 
created through the interaction of the customers with the store, as a space and as a social 
encounter (with the employees). This interaction can happen through planned and unplanned 
actions or elements, as described in the theoretical framework. In the Zara eco-shop this means 
that everything and everyone  in it speaks directly to its customers and is responsible for the 
creation of relationships with those customers. The analysis of these elements and theory in the 
Zara Rome store is developed below. For it we focus on the second phase of interactive 
marketing, called by Grönroos the project-phase. This is because it is the phase in which the 
service is delivered and gives emphasis in the store and the sales services, and is therefore the 
one of interest for our analysis.

Physical Spaces & Visual Merchandising
In the physical spaces and visual merchandising we were looking for signs of the communication 
of the eco-shop concept or of sustainability. The signs found can be divided into three different 
types: clear, semi-clear and non-clear signs.
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1. Clear Signs: in the guideline questionnaire prepared to conduct an objective observation of 
the store we asked if posters or brochures could be found in the store about the eco-shop 
and if the concept was being communicated in any direct way. The answer was no, no direct 
communication, signs or elements were found stating that the store is an eco-shop or about 
sustainability. If the concept was intended to be promoted and to influence customers in 
their sustainable behaviors, such an innovative and costly effort in sustainability would be 
clearly communicated to benefit the brand. The fact that it is not indeed directly 
communicated indicates that its divulgence is not of great interest to the company. 

2. Semi-clear Signs: secondly, signs that communicate the message in an indirect way are also 
of importance since, as it has been stated, every element in a store says something and can 
be interpreted by customers in different ways. In this category, many signs were found. 

Today, more and more people are aware of activities and products that contribute to 
sustainable ways of living. Many even apply it to their own homes. When present in stores, those 
activities and products can be identified by some consumers and evaluated as positive. So even 
if they are present and can communicate sustainable efforts to some consumers, that is not 
their main aim. That is the case of different elements found in the Zara eco-shop, as the use of 
LED illumination for example , which has a much longer life span and saves energy, and also the 
use of LED displays instead of ordinary displays which consume more electricity. Regarding 
illumination, it is also possible to identify that the store uses less artificial illumination than most 
stores, due to the architectural design described in the case study. Also, at night, the store uses a 
much less intense external illumination than ordinary stores, saving energy and creating a more 
pleasant environment. Those illumination factors could all be identified by consumers since they 
are visible but they are not a direct message.

Other semi-clear signs are the motion activated escalators which come to a complete stop 
when not in use. The use of paper bags, unlike most fashion stores, is also a sign of sustainable 
practices and every customer comes in direct contact with them. Those bags as well as the 
garments’s labels use paper certified by the FSC and are recyclable, and that is indicated by a 
symbol on them. 10 percent of the bags they use are plastic but those are biodegradable and 
that is also indicated on them. A simple but representative element of sustainability are the 
recycling bins which can be seen in different areas of the store and promote waste sorting by 
the employees. Finally, their TRF collection comprises some garments made of ecologically 
cultivates cotton. That fact is pointed out on their label which makes the customers aware of it. 
Considering all those examples, it is clear that the store in some way can be identified as eco-
efficient if close attention is payed since the signs are many. Despite their visibility, they are not 
direct messages and thus cannot be considered direct communication practices.

3. Non-clear Signs: finally, there are signs that do not communicate the eco-shop message, 
specifically for those who do not know that the store is an eco-shop. We saw several of 
these and we could identify them due to our knowledge in the subject. 

An example is the entrance carpet, which  is made of a recycled material and is designed to 
trap as much dirt as possible before it enters the store. Those features are not visible in any 
way. Another example are the window panels described in the case study. They cover all the 
windows of the building and allow the right amount of natural light to come into the store but 
block the sun to help maintain the appropriate temperature inside, contributing to the 
reduction of heating and air conditioner consumption. This is a feature that could probably be 
identified by persons related to the building or architecture industry but not by the average 
consumer. A third example is the use of reflective materials. Fixtures either use special wood 
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certified by the FSC or reflective materials that help the propagation of light inside the store 
and therefore contribute to a minimal use of artificial lighting. This is again a feature that could 
be notices by professionals but not by ordinary consumers. 

Aside from these visible but non-communicative features, there are many others that are 
neither visible to the consumers nor communicated in any way. Some examples are grey water 
recovery system and low pressure system to lower the water consumption and an electricity 
system which uses different amount of lighting for different activities in the store. All these 
features are highly innovative and attention worthy but none is shared through communication 
and they are not easy to identify. This is yet another evidence of the lack of intention to 
communicate the eco-shop concept. 

After analyzing all the different elements, it is clear that the physical spaces and visual 
merchandising are not meant to communicate the eco-shop concept or a message of 
sustainability. Considering the questionnaire used to observe the store we also analyzed the 
brand identity and values that can be perceived through the store and if there is any sense of 
pride for the eco-shop concept in the store.

No sense of pride for the concept was perceived from the store, even if some degree of pride 
was found when talking to an employee, as will be further described. The store communicates 
coherently Zara’s brand identity, which is based in modernity, trendiness and style. It does take a 
step further when it comes to refinement and elegance since the size of the store permits a 
more organized and spacey ambient compared to ordinary Zara stores. Its high end 
architecture also gives the store a feeling of elegance and greatness. All that gives the shop a 
sense of uniqueness which can communicate that the store is in some way special. That again 
can be an manifestation of the concept yet not a clear one for the consumers.

Sales Services
The second part of the Interactive Marketing is related to the service provided by the 
employees, which also communicates different messages to the customers. 

In the model the need of training staff with the goal of making them aware of the company’s 
philosophy is stressed. In this way, staff act as agents that communicate the internal marketing of 
the company. This should also be important for Zara’s store employees, mainly regarding the 
training of the eco-shop and sustainability concepts. That is because the Sustainability Strategy 
currently carried out by Inditex is one of the pillars of its overall strategy and part of its 
philosophy as they claim. It is therefore significant for all employees to share this philosophy and 
be able to transmit it to customers. 

Nevertheless most employees were not trained to answer questions regarding the eco-shop 
concept and gave uncertain responses. We were directed to a manager which was the only one 
capable of responding specifically about the topic.

Despite the fact that the shop is a eco-shop, she commented that the only difference regarding 
to other Zara shops was the fact that the building itself was sustainable. Internal practices 
though are carried the way they would be at any other shop, she said. There was however a 
sense of pride from the employee who explained that this was the only store of its kind in 
Rome and the only one of all the Zara stores in the city. According to Grönroos’s model the 
ability for effective communication from the personnel, planned and unplanned, is important, 
and this sense of pride can thus be considered a positive unplanned communication. However, 
all her other answers indicated that the store was not so different from other Zara stores, 
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which shows poor knowledge of the concept and are therefore a negative unplanned 
communication.

She mentioned that perhaps the only difference is that they try to pay attention to the sorting 
of the garbage, so they can recycle paper. Even so, it was brought to our attention that the city 
of Rome made mandatory the sorting of garbage two years ago, so it could be questioned if 
the sorting is made as a store ecological policy or because it has to be done.

The interactive marketing observed in the store regarding the eco-shop is therefore deficient 
and scarce. Even though a manager could answer questions about the eco-shop concept, her 
knowledge was poor and conveyed mixed messages which demonstrate little or no training to 
handle the concept. The fact that most of the employees where not capacitated to answer 
questions on the concept only confirms that analysis. If there is no appropriate training, there 
are no intents of the company to communicate the concept through its employees either. 

5.1.1 Interactive Marketing Findings

Having analyzed each of the Interactive Marketing elements of the store, a clear outcomes have 
been found regarding this section of the model. 

Physical Spaces & Visual Merchandising
The analysis of the different signs present in the store’s physical spaces and its visual 
merchandising, it was found that none are intended to communicate the eco-shop and/or 
sustainability concepts. The fact that there are no direct communications about the eco-shop is 
the most evident demonstration that the concept is not meant to be transmitted. Even though 
other features of the store could transmit the message, there are no suggestions of that 
communication being intentional. Finally, a big amount of eco-shop features are not even visible 
and are not communicated in any way. All this proves that in the matter of visual environments 
and physical spaces, the concept is not meant to be a public affair. 

Sales Services
When it comes to the sales services provided by the employees, the same results are found. 
The employees, for the most, are not trained on the subject and some show to not even be 
aware of the eco-shop concept. Therefore no communication of the concept is being emitted 
by them. Their responses regarding the subject could even damage the image of the company  
and the eco-shop concept, seeing that they can be perceived as inconsistent and unsatisfactory. 
These findings, just like the ones in the physical spaces and visual merchandising, result in the 
fact that the eco-shop concept is not meant to be promoted publicly and that the paradox is 
not being handled in any way.

5.2 Internal Marketing Analysis

The Internal Marketing, according to Grönroos, is meant to enable the promises that the 
company is giving to the customers through the engagement of the employees with the 
company’s identity and philosophy. Motivated and consumer-oriented employees are the key 
element of this function. However, according to our findings from the participant observation, 
staff does not seem to be trained into the politics that the headquarters claim to have. As it 
was seen from reviewing the corporate documents regarding sustainability, this issue seems to 
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have an important weight and they state efforts on engaging staff into sustainable practices. 
Nonetheless as found out during conversation with the staff they seemed to be unaware or 
unsure of those practices.

Although the training of staff is important, the reality is that very little staff gets the appropriate 
training. Most of the staff is hired under a temporary contract, as mentioned by an employee of 
the Inditex Group, which makes difficult to manage an ongoing training model due to the fact 
that the rotation of personnel is quite high. In documents sent from the headquarters there is 
the legend of “Think it twice before printing this email, think about the environment” but as it 
was said to us, such legends are more taken for granted than seen as an effort to contribute 
towards sustainable practices.

The internal marketing observed in the store is therefore inconsistent. Even though 
sustainability efforts are taken by the company, the rotation of personnel and the newness of 
the efforts seem to be hindering their own outcome. Employees are failing to engage with the 
sustainability efforts claimed by the company and therefore do not communicate them either.

5.2.1 Internal Marketing Findings

The employees’s training on sustainability that is claimed by Inditex could not be identified 
through the participant observation since the employees explained that their only involvement 
with sustainability is with the sorting of wastes. This shows that the company’s efforts on 
communicating sustainability are not consistent in the store employees’s level at the present. 
That at the same time hinders their engagement with the company’s philosophy regarding 
sustainability and therefore also their communication of the same one. 

These findings results in the fact that the internal communication regarding sustainability is not 
being consistent and effective at the moment even if the efforts are being carried out. This 
might happen because their implementation is quite recent and will get better in the future. 
That is since some signs were found, as the message at the end of mails and the 
encouragement of waste sorting, yet not enough to be consistent with their efforts as they are 
stated in their reports. Further efforts are to be done to create a coherent result.

5.3 External Marketing Analysis of Zara Rome

In order to do the content analysis for the external marketing, we reviewed 104 articles and 
Inditex’s Annual Reports from 2006 to 2010. To put the table together, we considered articles 
that talked about the Zara eco-shops, and/or mentioned the sustainable initiatives;  English, 
Italian and Spanish were the languages we included.The complete table of the sources can be 
found in the Appendix.

The initiative of a the eco-shop was first mentioned on the 2006 Annual Report, as part of the 
2007-2010 Strategic Environmental Plan. This plan described an environmental project for each 
of Inditex’s business units, being the 3S Sustainable store the one that targeted the bricks and 
mortars operations. 

Inditex mentioned that during 2007 and 2008 they foresaw a high level of growth in points of 
sale, so they decided to focus their efforts on store management by designing the 3S: 
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Sustainable store. 3S would allowed them to effectively extend the implantation of the 
management model to new stores in all countries. (Inditex 2006,p.383)

The 2007-2010 Strategic Environmental Plan was mentioned in the following annual reports: 
2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010. In 2010 the continuation of this plan was outlined under the 
2011-20125 Strategic Environmental Plan.

Figure 3.1: PEMA 2007-2010
Source: Inditex Annual Report 2010.

Inditex claims to improve the shopping experience in its stores and to simultaneously adapt to 
the lifestyle and concerns of society. So, for Inditex the eco-efficient Zara store was the fruit of 
listening customers’ demands for commitment to the environment. (Inditex 2008, p.69)
However that is Inditex’s interpretation of the eco-shop. As a first step for the analysis, we 
looked into the main messages that were sent out by the different media when there has been 
news regarding Zara and its sustainability and/or the establishment of eco-efficient stores.

Figure 3.2: Main messages in content analysis. 
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As it can be seen from the previous chart, the main message sent out was regarding a “New 
Opening”. However, the second most popular message had a connotation of “Innovation” and a 
lower third considered sustainability as the most important message. Focusing on the articles 
that only talked about Zara Via del Corso, we could see that the two main messages had 
almost the same weight, as we show below:

Figure 3.3: Main messages regarding Zara Rome. 

The public that was exposed to the information regarding the eco-shop can be divided into 
two main categories: general audience and industry; being the former greater than the latter. 
These two categories were elaborated considering the nature of the outlet that ran the stories.

Figure 3.4: Eco-shop Message Public. 
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In a thorough review of the sources, the external communications of Zara are mostly done by 
the Annual Reports and the Press Releases that the company emits and that can be found on 
the Inditex website. The different media outlets pick up this information and report on it, 
selecting the aspects that they consider most relevant. One of this aspects was the LEED 
certification. Through the analysis we could see that this issue was addressed by 44 per cent of 
the total articles; however taking a closer look to only the ones that mentioned Zara via del 
Corso the percentage increased to 56. We inferred that the reason for this is that Zara via del 
Corso aimed for getting platinum rating under the LEED certification, turning the store into a 
global benchmark in environmental terms.

Figure 3.5: General LEED mention vs LEED mention in Rome. 

The design of a pilot shop with eco-efficient criteria was first expressed on the 2007 Annual 
Report and subsequently, it’s full implementation was communicated on the Annual Report of 
2008, which elaborated on the opening of Zara Korai in Athens.  The two following years Zara 
opened new eco-shops: Portal del Angel in Barcelona (2009) and Via del Corso in Rome 
(2010). 

Both openings are fully covered on the Annual Reports of the respective year and it possible to 
trace improvements in terms of eco-efficiency. Zara Korai consumes 30% less energy than a 
conventional store, saves 50% of water consumption and prevents the emission of 150 tons of 
co2 per year. In the case of Zara via del Corso water savings go up to 70% and emissions to 
200 tons of co2 per year. Athens achieved the LEED gold certification whereas Rome obtained 
the platinum one. As seen on the chart we developed, these data were important for the 
several media outlets as a high percentage reported on them to a certain extent.
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Figure 3.6: Eco-efficiency improvements mentioned in articles

By reporting on these figures it is clear that the eco-shop is an initiative that has been going on 
for some years now. There has been a development and improvement in the concept which, at 
the moment, is represented by the Zara New York City eco-shop that opened earlier this year.

As mentioned earlier in the analysis, Inditex sees the eco-shop as the result of a dialogue with 
the consumers who asked sustainable initiatives. Despite it is true that the concept of 
“Sustainability” it is greatly mentioned in the articles, press releases and Annual Reports; 
consumers are barely mentioned when it comes to the eco-efficient stores.

Table 1.1: Mentions of Sustainability vs Customers in articles. 
Source: Authors, 2012

Concepts mentioned in the texts:

Sustainability

Consumer

Mentions Total of articles

213 104

14 104

So as it can be seen, there is a lack of presence of the consumers and its role with the eco-
shop. It could be said that the consumers are not considered as an integral part of the eco-
efficient model.

As we pointed out earlier, most of the articles are built with the information given by Inditex. 
However we found a couple with additional remarks towards the issue of sustainability. We 
classified the comments under a positive negative or neutral tint:1

42%

58%

Eco-efficiency improvements yes
no
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Table 1.2: Comments classification regarding sustainability
Source: Authors, 2012

PositivePositive

+ - Sustainability is not obvious from the design. However, interesting and ethical move. 

Ecochamber, design website.[Ecochamber (S7)]

+ - Praises the design, futuristic, interesting. [Ecochamber (S74)]

+ - Great innovation. Most of the measures are imperceptible to the public. Faro de Vigo and La 

Opinión Coruña, newspapers. [Faro de Vigo (S4), Opinión Coruña (S6)]

NegativeNegative

- - They (Zara) think that this new "eco" model smoothes over the fact that they manufacture 

11,000 distinct fast (i.e. disposable) fashion items in infinite quantities and then air freight them 

all over the world all year round. [Motherdriven (S15)]

- - Most, if not all of the (Zara) clothes are being produced overseas and air freighted in. This 

ventures in to potentially dangerous territory and the brand needs to be careful not to over 

claim their green credentials.[Truly Deeply (S16)] 

- - You can carbon offset the store but that will never negate the impact of a business model 

(Zara’s) that is based on fast, repetitive and usually unnecessary consumption. [The bar stool 

tree hugger (S21)]

- - It (Zara) encourages high consumption. [Lipmag (S22)]

NeutralNeutral

* - They (Zara) claim that the majority of their emissions come from their brick and mortar stores, 

rather than the transportation of their garments around the world. So they are channelling their 

sustainability efforts into the stores. [Thevine (S18)]

* - The major impact comes from bricks and mortar and that’s where they focus first. [Stylusmuse 

(S19)]

The positive remarks were given in terms of innovation and design, whereas the negatives 
question the veracity of the eco-shop and critiques Zara’s business model. The neutral remarks 
stresses on the fact that the reason Inditex is focusing sustainability efforts into the stores is 
because the major impact comes from there. This statement, however was picked up from the 
Annual Reports, so it is the company who claims that this is the area where they need to focus 
its efforts.
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5.3.1 External Marketing Findings, Zara Rome

The messages communicated through the external marketing, regarding the eco-efficient store, 
are the ones tailored in the Annual Reports and press releases of the company. However there 
is a drift in the way those messages are picked up and showed to the different audiences. 

The main publics exposed to the eco-shop messages, as shown by the analysis, were general 
audiences and industry people (architecture, decoration, retail and luxury among others).

Despite the fact that eco-shops have unique characteristics, the news regarding the opening of 
a store of this kind is mostly read as a mere “Store Opening”. However, as the data showed the 
next messages do involve issues of “innovation” and “sustainability” that grant Zara the green 
status that it is looking to pursue.

The LEED certification was an aspect that received interest from the several media outlets. 
Being an internationally recognized mark of excellence, LEED gives Zara the authentication it 
requires to claim having an environmental concern and to establish itself as a pioneer retailer 
that strives for sustainability.  

At the same time, the eco-efficient store is not perceived as an isolated event. It is possible to 
follow an evolution of the initiative and to trace the improvements that have happened since it’s 
establishment in 2006. Furthermore, there is a feeling of continuity as the efforts already carried 
are aimed to continue and extend during the Strategic Environmental Plan of 2011-2015. 

However, as it was seen in the content analysis, the greater critique towards Zara’s green 
attitude is in regards to its business model which, according to some of the articles reviewed, 
involve a high production of garments, a great transportation carbon print in and a high 
consumption.

Although the overall design of the eco-shop is praised, the innovations that are featured to 
create a sustainable building are not obvious for the customers. Hence, there is no way for the 
consumers to realize and learn about the special characteristics that are encompassed in the 
space. 

Perhaps this constitutes an area of opportunity that Inditex should consider when developing 
the following eco-efficient stores. In this way the customer could be aware that sustainable 
practices take place in the retail space and, at the same time, the message could keep 
disseminating.

Nonetheless, the question arises if Inditex does want to communicate its sustainability through 
the eco-shops. As seen on the word count that we made in the several articles, there was a 
complete absence of linking the customer towards sustainability by visiting an eco-shop.

Overall it can be said that the paradox is not addressed in the external communications. The 
eco-shop is only reported as an architectural space with avant-garde design that looks to 
respect and take care of the environment by reducing its impact. Despite the fact that annual 
reports mention the involvement of staff, by providing them with training and workshops on 
sustainable topics, none of this issues are mentioned by the media outlets. Hence, the eco-
efficient store is outlined as a self-sufficient entity that operates independently from the people 
that works in it.
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5.4 Findings Summary

The analysis of each of the functions of the service marketing triangle produced independent 
results in each of the areas which seem to be coherent with each other. The following is a table 
summarizing those results:

Table 1.3 Findings Summary 
Source: Authors, 2012

Channel Message Receiver Concept 

Communicated
Concept Not 

Communicated
Physical Spaces & Visual Merchandising Customers ✓

Sales Services Customers ✓

Internal Communication Store Employees ✓ ✓

Annual Reports Shareholders & General Public ✓

Press Releases Industry & General Public ✓

As shown in Table 1.3 the communication of the eco-shop concept is not consistent. Even 
though the concept is being highly communicated through annual reports and press releases, 
that is, through external marketing, it is not being equally communicated through interactive and 
internal marketing. The latter specifically displays a significant inconsistency since the concept is 
both being communicated and not communicated. As found in the analysis, employees receive 
scarce messages regarding sustainability but did not demonstrate to be trained in the matter of 
sustainability or the eco-shop concept. Through that we identified a possible development in 
which efforts are being made to communicate the message but it is not being consistently 
received, thus it could be a matter of time until the purpose of communication is achieved. 

Customers on the other hand are receiving no direct communication regarding Inditex’s 
sustainable practices. It was noticed that some of the efforts can be identified by the consumers 
but are not intended with that purpose. So interactive marketing is the only part of the triangle 
where communication of the concept is not at all intended, ergo the consumers are the only 
actors which are not meant to receive the message now. That means that the paradox is not 
being handled and indicates that Zara does not desire to promote its eco-shop precisely 
because it would represent a paradox which would transmit an incoherent image of the brand.

Those findings, and the evolution of Inditex’s Sustainable Strategy identified, permit us to 
establish that the current efforts are only but a part of a future goal aimed by the company. 
Considering that Inditex has many other sustainable efforts, apart from those of the eco-shop, 
which are also part of their Strategy, a greater aim can be identified in which all efforts will unite 
to become a significant sustainability business concept. That justifies the creation of the eco-
shops which represent a great effort in many ways for the company and which would therefore 
be promoted proudly by most companies and it is not being done by Inditex. That is because at 
the present their purpose is not to be promoted, for now they help reduce CO2 consumption 
an emissions and support other sustainable purposes of the company internally. 

When the moment is right and the complete goal is achieved, the stores will most likely 
become more of a tool to promote the company’s philosophies and identity. That is why it 
could be important for Inditex to consider possible ways to use the shops as a communication 
tool in the future. Our conclusions are oriented to suggestions on how to achieve that.
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6. Conclusions

Having studied the eco-shop phenomenon, from the specific point of view of the fast fashion 
retailer Zara, led this research into findings that helped us arrive to the answer of our thesis 
question. The problem identified was the paradox created between fashion retailers and their 
eco-shops and the potential of those shops for consumer engagement matters. This chapter will 
answer our research question, thus contributing to the solution of the problem. It will also 
present suggestions on how to use the eco-shop concept to engage consumers to sustainable 
consumerism, hence completing the purpose of our research. Lastly, we will suggest different 
studies that could be further carried out regarding our topic and they are based on questions 
that emerged from our own study. The question being answered in this thesis is:

How can a fast fashion Eco-shop (Zara Rome) communicate and influence its customers 
regarding sustainable consumption? 

To answer this question four topics were addressed. We first defined an eco-shop as a store 
that by a valid certification is proven to reduce CO2 consumption and emissions, reduce water 
consumption, minimize wastes and conserve the environmental resources that it uses to 
function through building design, operation and maintenance solutions. Following, through our 
case study and content analysis we identified how Zara applies this concept in its shops. Those 
two factors where of great importance in the answering of the questions since they gave us the 
basis and content for our research. From our initial research process the paradox between fast 
fashion and eco-shops was identified and that takes us to the third topic, which is the handling 
of that paradox.

As it was found through the analysis presented in the previous chapter, the paradox in the Zara 
eco-shops is not being handled at the customer level, though it is being handled at internal and 
external levels. That took us to conclude that the eco-shops effort is at the moment only part 
of a bigger sustainability strategy with long term perspective. This points to the fact that in the 
future, the concept will be addressed at customer level, yet it will probably be when the 
company as a whole counts with a more sustainable brand identity. When that moment arrives, 
Inditex will have to find ways to engage its customers into their sustainable practices and guide 
them into more environmentally aware consumption behaviors. This is due to the importance 
of making customers a part of the process as was pointed out in the research background. 

Studies (RILA, 2012, p. 42) show that consumers today want to be a part of the sustainability 
developments. They are more curious to know where their products come from and how they 
affect the environment, how they are produced and who else is affected through their lifecycle. 
Customers are also key in the process towards sustainable practices since their needs drive 
product development. Sequentially, retailers are starting to educate and engage consumers 
about the products they buy. These practices are only at an initial stage in the fashion industry 
but we will definitely start to see them more and more. In some years Inditex will probably be 
one of the companies leading these changes since they already are one step ahead.

RILA’s Retail Sustainability Report (2012, p. 42-46) explains that there are ways for retailers to 
educate consumers about sustainability through traditional channels like retail spaces. However, 
it also remarks that the mass of eco messages and claims by the companies can be confusing 
and may come across as inauthentic to the consumers. Ergo the importance of these practices 
to stay coherent, consistent and clear. 
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6.1 Communicating the Concept

Following examples and suggestions from the RILA report and The Retail Interactive 
Experience sponsored by the Sustainability Consortium (2012), as well as with our own input, 
we have put together some suggestions on how to use eco-shops to communicate and 
influence consumers on sustainable consumption. This addresses the last topic that will help us 
to answer our thesis question. Below we enlist these proposals.

✓Wall signs with the store’s attributes and the company’s sustainability programs. These should 
be communicated more as a personal achievement than as a marketing message. That gives 
credibility and interests the customers instead of creating questioning attitudes towards the 
efforts

✓Eco-friendly packaging, as the ones presently used by Zara as well as others like those for 
online purchases and present wrapping

✓Motivate users to use similar appliances as those used in the stores (e.g. LED illumination, 
low-pressure water systems, better use of natural light) with the use of brochures

✓Sustainability classes: some fashion stores make use today of the VIP shopping concept where 
clients are invited to shop at particular hours or dates and they receive complimentary 
services like breakfast or snacks and also receive discounts on their shops. This could be 
applied but with a focus on sustainability where the customers can receive information on 
how to identify and evaluate sustainable products, how to dispose of clothing, which garments 
require less maintenance and other similar information

✓On-site recycling stations which offer credits towards the purchase of new products while 
encouraging sustainable disposal of garment. This also facilitates the activity to customers as 
well as it ensures a responsible disposal of clothing sponsored by the company

✓Educational signage on the recycling stations for example or in other appropriate locations in 
the store

✓Product donation programs from returned customer clothes, buy-back programs where the 
company pays the customers for their used clothes or  trade-in programs where used clothes 
can be traded for new clothes

✓Highlighting eco-friendly products (like the collection with ecologically cultivated cotton) by 
designing spaces accordingly. Some examples are: put signs or indicative elements over store 
areas with sustainable products to facilitate their identification from the distance; use shelves 
with a specific color, like green, for sustainable products and locate them conveniently at eye 
level or at the most visible sites of the store to make the products easily identifiable

✓Product labels with information about the product, its raw materials and production, as done 
by Zara today

✓Interactive displays with product data and information on its environmental and social impacts 
as well as product comparison with in-depth sustainability information, product 
recommendations, reviews and suggestions from online customers, and others. This 
information should be consistent and easy to use and the displays should be located around 
the entire store for high availability
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✓Digital kiosk signage: Intel has created The Wild Digital Kiosk Signage which is a translucent 
panel which allows for the passage of light but also serves as advertising media and interactive 
kiosk. Here clients can find information of the store, available coupons or promotions and 
sustainable products and their location among others

✓Sales personnel should be trained to assist customers on sustainable choices and about the 
different processes and materials behind the products

✓Educational commitments: offering their store employees scholarships for courses or 
programs based in sustainable fashion and similar topics

✓Employee volunteerism in events that are related to or promote sustainable consumerism, 
like a weekend in the red cross’s second hand shop or other nonprofit organizations

All these examples help us conclude that eco-shops, as retail spaces, can definitely be used to 
communicate an influence customers on sustainable and knowledgeable consumption. These 
activities encourage sustainable consumption through a suitable and positive shopping 
experience. The time when this is a reality is yet to come though but our research offers a bliss 
of hope to those aiming for more a sustainable fashion industry and retail sector. At the same 
time it is important to remark the importance of coherence in sustainability practices. That is 
why we perceive an adequate process in Inditex, where efforts are being built one above the 
other and aiming for a long term goal with good anticipation of changing marketplaces. Equally 
important is to monitor each effort  and its stages to make sure it is being achieved successfully 
since different situations can prevent this from happening, as it was also identified in Inditex.

6.2 Reflections on the Study

The study has encompassed many different topics and it has therefore been quite fulfilling and 
instructive for us. It has also taught us about an innovative topic in the industry of fashion, which 
is the eco-shop, and it has in that way been entertaining to learn about a topic which we had 
never heard of before. Discovering new ways of implementing sustainability in fashion has been 
nourishing and has made us understand that possibilities regarding sustainability are endless. 
That motivates our involvement with the topic in our upcoming professional endeavors. We 
have also understood through our study the importance of managing all the different matters 
of a company with a holistic perspective. This since all of them are interconnected and have 
great influence on the outcome of each other, as for example in Zara the internal training of 
employees has a great influence in the eco-shops themselves.

Lastly, in our study we encountered a much different picture than the one expected when we 
visited the shop. This is because Inditex proudly communicates their sustainability practices 
about the eco-shop through public statements and we had notice that their first store, in 
Athens, the concept id communicated fluently. Considering this we expected to find a proud 
concept promoted through the store but in our visit we encountered a very different reality. In 
that way, traveling to Rome and visiting the store was a very important element for the study. It 
made us see that things may appear to be a specific way through many different sources but 
not be that way in reality, companies are not always consistent in this sense and thorough 
analysis of their practices is needed for a better understanding of their strategies.
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6.3 Suggestions for Future Research

The subject of eco-shops is a considerably new one in the fashion industry as discussed initially 
in this thesis, which is why there is still much left to study about it. We believe it would be 
significant to study the consumer behavior regarding eco-shops. This could help develop 
solutions on how to best influence consumers towards sustainable consumption and could also 
measure or predict its effectivity. The subject could also be studied in-depth regarding visual 
merchandising. It would be of interest to develop visual merchandising solutions that help 
enhance the concept of an eco-shop. From the strategical point of view we believe it would be 
fruitful to study how companies can fit superficial efforts like the one of an eco-shop with the 
rest of the company’s efforts and practices, both at internal and external levels. Finally we 
believe it would be of great interest to study if fast fashion companies are heading to an 
industry transformation where efforts like the one of an eco-shop will be a must and not only a 
plus. These are all studies that could be complementary to ours and that are, on our opinion, of 
interest for the fashion industry’s changing reality.
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Appendix A. Questionnaire for participant observation

Quiz
Being Analyzed: Zara Rome

Researchers: K. Cáceres & G. Carrión! ! ! ! ! Project: Eco-shop Paradox

• Can posters or brochures be found in store about the eco-efficient concept?

• Is the eco-efficiency being communicated in any direct or indirect way?

• Is there any sense of pride for the eco-shop concept communicated through the store or its 
employees?

• What is the brand identity of Zara as perceived in the store?

• What type of values does Zara try to create or communicate through the store ?

• Are employees open to eco-store questions and if so are they capacitated to answer questions 
related to the storeʼs sustainable concept?

• Is the staff aware that they are working in an eco-shop?

For the employees (if possible):

• How is the store different from others regarding the employee activities? Do they carry out special 
activities?

•
• Do employees need a special training to work in an eco-shop?
•
• Do customers ask about the eco-shop concept? If so, is it many who do?
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Appendix B. Data table
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